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ABSTRACT

Self-embedding behavior (SEB) is a type of self-injury in which individuals insert foreign objects into their soft tissues (e.g. into the muscle or under the skin). This report is a case of self-embedding behavior (SEB) with multiple self-inserted pins and needles in the extremities in a young female suffering from major depressive disorder. Information for this case was compiled from psychiatric and psychotherapy interviews, clinical observations, and medical and surgical notes. The patient engaged in self-embedding behavior most likely to deal with the pain and suffering she had been experiencing due to low self-esteem issues. Although there is scant literature published on this topic, the available literature indicates that self-embedding behavior in adolescents occurs primarily in females of 14-18 years who have bipolar disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, or depression. The diagnosis of SEB is challenging, and once a diagnosis is made, the decision to remove the embedded objects depends on the location of the object. Management of SEB involves treating the underlying psychiatric disorder, which was done quite successfully in the case of Miss K.
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INTRODUCTION

In self-injury, individuals directly and deliberately destroy their own body tissue\(^1\). They may do so with or without suicidal intention\(^1\). Self-injury includes cutting, burning, carving, hair pulling, inserting objects in body orifices, skin picking, and scratching\(^2,4\). In self-embedding behavior (SEB), individuals insert foreign objects into their soft tissues such as their muscles or under
their skin. There is little international published research on SEB, and no previous case has been reported in our setting. This case study of an adolescent who engaged in SEB expands our knowledge of patients who engage in SEB, thereby allowing health professionals to more accurately diagnose and treat these individuals.

METHODS

The information for this case study was compiled using data from psychiatric and psychological interviews, clinical observations, and medical and surgical notes. No psychometric assessments were done. The patient was diagnosed as having major depressive disorder as per the DSM-V criteria for this disorder.

CASE REPORT

Miss K is a 14-year-old single female student of class 9. She presented to the psychiatry clinic, accompanied by her mother, with 10-weeks history of self-embedding behavior (SEB). She was referred by a surgeon after she had undergone surgical removal of a needle in her left upper arm.

History revealed that Miss K had been presenting to the surgery department of a local hospital on several occasions with pain and local indurations of her lower and upper limbs. Miss K was misdiagnosed during her first two SEB episodes. The first radiological examination (x-ray) of a pin in her right upper arm was mistaken as part of her clothing (See Figures 1 and 2). Following a second radiological examination of the same right upper arm, the doctor misdiagnosed her with an infection. Following the first and second SEB episodes, in which the patient embedded pins in her left upper arm and right upper arm, respectively, surgery was done to remove the embedded pins. Despite surgical removal of most of the pins, the treating physicians still did not suspect self-embedding behavior. After the third SEB episode, in which the patient embedded a staple in her right upper arm, the doctor did not do surgery to remove the staple because he said the staple would not be easy to remove and the presence of the staple would not be harmful in the long term. A few days after this consultation, the patient removed a part of the staple manually. It was during the fifth SEB episode (needles inserted in lower left leg) that the patient was referred to the psychiatric clinic by the emergency doctor. As for past history was concerned there was no history suggestive of substance abuse or childhood abuse.

On mental status examination the patient had no psychotic symptoms, and no suicidal ideation.

Physical examination showed scar marks on the upper limbs left from the surgical removal of the pins/needles that had been embedded previously.

Miss K did not tell her mother about her behavior. She would only complain about pain or irritation at the site of insertion. In addition, she usually waited a few days after the SEB episodes before informing her mother about the “pain”.

When confronted by mental health professionals, Miss K denied deliberately inserting the pins into her body. She explained one incident by saying that while walking at home she tripped and
fell on the floor, and a pin that was on the ground embedded itself in her leg. On the other hand, her mother attributed the presence of the pins to supernatural forces (jinn).

**DISCUSSION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE**

There are certain features that are consistent among adolescents who engage in SEB. For instance, the age range during which adolescents engage in SEB is 14 to 18 years,\(^5,6\) which is consistent with Miss K’s behavior, since she engaged in SEB at 14 years of age. In addition, just as most adolescents with SEB were females (10 of 12)\(^5,6\), our patient is also female. The average number of SEB episodes in adolescents is 1.9\(^5\); Miss K engaged in 5 SEB episodes before presentation to the psychiatry clinic. The average period between episodes for our patient was 20 days (49, 6, 17, and 7 days between episodes, respectively), which is about three times as frequent as the average period of 63 days between episodes for adolescents\(^5\). We hypothesize that this points to the severity of Miss K’s depression. Just as Miss K did not tell her mother about her self-embedding behavior, there have been similar cases where individuals have hidden their self-embedding behaviors from others. One individual did not share knowledge of their SEB with anyone else\(^7\). Another individual engaged in SEB for two years and their family was unaware of their behavior\(^8\). In almost all cases of SEB, patients have a history of comorbid psychiatric disorders. The most common disorder is bipolar disorder, followed by post-traumatic stress disorder and then depression\(^5\). Of 12 adolescents who engaged in SEB, only 1 did not
have a diagnosis of bipolar disorder. (The one had major depression\textsuperscript{5,6}.) Miss K was unique in that although she is an adolescent, she did not have bipolar disorder or post-traumatic stress disorder, as might be expected; she was only diagnosed with depression.

Miss K did not admit engaging in SEB. In our literature search, one individual was unable to explain why they engaged in SEB\textsuperscript{9}. Miss K’s explanation is very similar to that of another patient who claimed that a needle got inside her body accidentally\textsuperscript{10}. Individuals may engage in SEB to commit suicide\textsuperscript{1}. Three patients with SEB tried to commit suicide by inserting needles into their chest\textsuperscript{6,11}. One female attempted suicide by inserting a sewing needle into her breast\textsuperscript{7}. Miss K did not engage in SEB with suicidal intention. Some individuals try to remove the self-embedded objects from their body after some time. One patient would scratch and dig into their arm to try to remove embedded staples\textsuperscript{9}. Another individual with SEB pulled out some of the needles they had self-embedded\textsuperscript{8}. Similarly, Miss K was able to remove a part of a staple that she had embedded in her right upper arm.

It is challenging to diagnose SEB because it is not common and there are few specific clinical findings to follow. In one SEB patient, doctors were unable to make the correct diagnosis until the third appointment\textsuperscript{12}. Similarly, in the case of Miss K, the doctors did not make the correct diagnosis when she presented following her first two SEB episodes. The inaccurate diagnoses indicate that physicians are not aware of SEB. Doctors have made recommendations to diagnose, manage, and treat SEB patients. Because it is challenging to diagnose SEB, doctors recommend taking a comprehensive history\textsuperscript{6}. If the doctors had taken a thorough history of Miss K following her first two SEB episodes, perhaps she would not have been misdiagnosed, and with appropriate treatment, perhaps future SEB episodes would have been prevented. The decision to remove the embedded object depends on the location of the object. If the foreign body is located inside the heart or great vessels, it should be removed\textsuperscript{11}. However, if the foreign body is inserted in a location where there is no inflammation or neural/vascular impairment, doctors may not need to intervene\textsuperscript{8}. In Miss K’s case, since all embedded objects were in the limbs, the recommendation would have been to leave the pins inside the body. However, perhaps because doctors were not aware of these recommendations, the doctors surgically removed three of the five pins. Finally, the recommended management for SEB is to treat the underlying psychiatric problem\textsuperscript{13}. Accordingly, once the diagnosis of SEB was finally made, Miss K was treated by a psychiatrist for her depression, and she was also referred to a psychologist for counseling to identify underlying issues that may have contributed to her behavior.

One of the causes of SEB in Miss K’s case was low self-esteem, which led to depression. During the course of several sessions with mental health professionals, Miss K revealed that she had several brothers who teased her relentlessly about her appearance, despite her mother’s pleas to stop the teasing. (Perhaps her brothers were less disciplined because their father mostly lived away from home for work purposes.) Although many adolescents who engage in SEB previously experienced past trauma, Miss K denied any such experiences, sexual, physical, or otherwise. Of course, it is possible that Miss K had experienced trauma but was not comfortable sharing this information. Miss K did not share her SEB with others, including with her mother, for fear of embarrassment or shame. Miss K was already sensitive because her brothers would make fun of her. Since SEB is almost always associated with some mental illness, admitting to
engaging in SEB is akin to admitting to having a mental illness, which many individuals are not comfortable doing.

Miss K was diagnosed with major depressive disorder and was prescribed antidepressant medication and was recommended weekly psychotherapy sessions. She followed up with her psychiatrist regularly for three months. Miss K was compliant with her anti-depressant medication. After a few weeks of starting her medication, she showed significant improvement in her symptoms. In addition, Miss K attended her psychotherapy sessions regularly and completed her homework assignments willingly. Her homework assignments included self-expressions such as journaling and drawing. Miss K did not engage in further self-embedding behaviors, and her depression improved significantly. She gradually opened up to her older sister, who lived in England, for support with her depression. We believe that Miss K improved significantly because she was compliant with her medication, which effectively addressed many of her physical and mood symptoms. In addition, she was actively engaged in her psychotherapy sessions and was intrinsically motivated to get better.

CONCLUSION

To our knowledge, there is little published literature on adolescents who engage in self-embedding behavior (SEB). This lack of awareness has most likely resulted in the misdiagnosis of SEB. Although researchers have identified typical features of SEB in terms of age of onset, number of episodes, and so on, the limited number of studies offers a limited sample size, which limits extrapolation of data to new cases. In addition, patients may not conform to the features identified by these studies which include only a few patients. Therefore, we suggest further research on larger adolescent sample sizes. Such knowledge will allow for improved diagnosis and therefore proper treatment for adolescents suffering from this very unfortunate condition.
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